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Welcome to the second
e-magazine for 2012.
We are hunters, shooters,
bowhunters, pigdoggers, fishermen,
campers, 4WD’ers, houndsmen, range
shooters, trappers, pest controllers,
farmers....
But we all have one thing in common
- we love to get outdoors with family
and friends and enjoy the great Aussie
bush and its’ lifestyle.
Remember this when the next ‘antihunting’ media campaign hits us. We
stand united and we stand strong
in numbers, to protect the lawful
activities we enjoy and the entitlement
to pass it on to our juniors.
We are Aus-hunters.

AusHunt - Aussie hunting!
-Hunting Stories + Photos
-Business Directory
-Discussion Forum
-Blogs and Photo Gallery
-Social networking

Visit us at www.aushunt.com.au
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced without the prior permission in writing of
the publishers. While every effort has been made to
ensure the accuracy of information, the publishers
ensure no responsibility for errors or omissions or
any consequence of reliance on this publication.
The opinions expressed in this publication are
not necessary endorsed by the editor, writers or
publisher. © 2012 AusHunt.
Front cover pic: Skye Golding with bunny.

Happy hunting,
Aushunter
Editor: Bernie (aka Aushunter)
Publisher: AusHunt
EDITORIAL + ADVERTISING
ENQUIRIES VIA EMAIL
info@aushunt.com.au
PO Box 1155
Burwood NTH LPO
NSW 2134 AUSTRALIA
www.aushunt.com.au
www.facebook.com/aushunt
www.twitter.com/aushunt
ABN 28 162 734 928

AusHunting Stories

North Queensland Tuskers
The direct flight from Sydney to
Townsville has us on the ground
in just over 2 hours and a little over
1.5 hours more we are nestled at
Dalpura Station, North Queensland.
We arrive in time for a late lunch
(which they call ‘dinner’ in these parts)
and start loading the chopper shortly
after.

The Robinson R44 chopper is an
amazing piece of machinery, and I
always wonder how good it would be
to have one to get around Sydney in,
negating all the traffic to work!! This
amazingly nimble yet superbly safe
machine is as close to flying like a bird
as you can possibly get. You truly feel
as though you are an extension of the
space you occupy, the trees, creeks,
swamps and vastness just whizzing by
a few hundred feet below.
As if the flight alone isn’t a
phenomenal buzz, it is what you can
see, and more importantly where can
be accessed that puts this hunting
sensation into a whole new category.

I spot our destination in the distance. A
massive long swamp created millions
of years ago by Basalt lava flow. From
the air you can still see the million year
old lava the way it flowed as though
it just cooled yesterday. But today the
only thing hot is the pigs as we spot a
seriously large mob wallowing on the
edge of the swamp. There has to be
around 60 pigs in this one mob.
Unless you buzz them directly from
above, the chopper may as well be
just another bird to them. They don’t
budge an inch from their leisurely
wallow.
This is truly inaccessible land by
all other forms of transport. It is
impossible to drive or walk in, as there
is just too much swamp. We play it
safe anyway and continue up the
watercourse passing over two other
mobs only 300m or so away and land
a safe distance around 600m into
open ground. The chopper takes off
away from the swamp and instantly
the place is quiet and still.

North Queensland Tuskers
Like ants to a picnic all that is left now
is to walk back to where we know the
mobs are and take aim. It takes all
of 10 minutes to find a solitary boar
rooting up the edge of the swamp.
We must have missed him from the
air, but that doesn’t matter. My only
quandary is that I don’t want the shot
to disturb the bigger mob, just a little
further away. I need not have worried!
With the wind in my face, and hence in
my favour, I was able to get to within
60m or so of the fat porker. He
had nowhere to go anyway, but I just
stood there watching him through the
scope. He was totally oblivious to my
presence until a 130gr Speer hollow
point entered just behind his shoulder
blade turning his lungs into mush. He
runs five short paces on adrenaline
then its lights out.
After a few quick pics we leave
the tusky beast to become part of
someone else’s food chain and go
off in search of the bigger mob. They
were right where they had been 40
minutes ago when we flew over them.
This time we had the benefit of a large
scrubby bush between us and the
mob and we use this as cover to move
on in. This time its my step-son John’s
turn to shoot.

John hunts with a Ruger .270, me a
Kimber .308. We shoulder our rifles
and John sends a Winchester Ballistic
silver tip rocketing towards another
nice boar felling him into the swamp.
Confusion reigns within the mob and
at least 30 pigs scamper for safe
ground. I take out a mid-sized boar on
the run and a big sow in the melee,
John another good boar.
In less than 30 seconds, 4 more
hogs have been dispatched, making
it 5 well within the hour.

The NSW Southern Highlands only
specialist ishing, hunting and outdoor store.
www..ieldandstreamaustralia.com.au
Ammo, Archery, Camping, Fishing, Firearms, Knives, Outdoor Clothing ++

North Queensland Tuskers
You’ve got the picture by now; we
walk another 20 minutes and take out
another 3 good pigs arriving at our
scheduled meet point at the 2 hour
mark. Time has little bearing on our
day, there’s plenty of light left, after all
it is still only 3pm and we have some
fishing to do on the way home.
The chopper swoops in right as
planned and pretty soon we are flying
off toward a little known fishing hole
that holds our dinner. No need to
worry about getting an early night
for a 5am hunt. There will be plenty
more hogs in the sights after lunch
tomorrow!!
Come and see it for yourself. I
guarantee that you’ll like it!

Hunting Safaris North Queensland
offers hunts from single day trips to
7 day hunts. The rates are extremely
competitive when compared to other
(non-heli) operators.
For further information please visit
www.huntingsafarisNQ.com.au or call
0403 967 041

Flinders Island
Hunting and Fishing Tours
Rockjaw Tours is now taking bookings for the 2013 Cape Barren Goose season
For more information contact:

Chris Rhodes

Phone: 0427 596 506
Email: chris_rhodes@bigpond.com
WEB: rockjawtours.com.au
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CZ 455 Varmint
CZ have answered the wishes
of many customers by building an
action enabling interchangeability
of barrels. Shooters can now
switch between 17HMR, 22LR and
22WMR configuration as they
please, whilst still enjoying all of
the hallmarks of a CZ rimfire rifle.
Warranty applies to barrel and action. buy from an official
Winchester dealer & ensure your firearm holds a valid warranty.
Refer to our website for official dealers & full warranty terms.

CZ 455 VarminT ranGe
ZKM45517VRt
CZ 455 Varmint 17HMR 21” 5Rnd Mag
ZKM45522MVRt
CZ 455 Varmint 22WMR 21” 5Rnd Mag
ZKM45522VRt
CZ 455 Varmint 22LR 21” 5 Rnd Mag
ZKM45517VRttH
CZ 455 Varmint t/Hole 17HMR 21” 5Rnd Mag
ZKM45522VRttH
CZ 455 Varmint t/Hole 22LR 21” 5Rnd Mag
ZKM45522MVRttH
CZ 455 Varmint t/Hole 22WMR 21” 5Rnd Mag
ZKM455eVoL
CZ 455 Varmint evolution 22LR 21” 5Rnd Mag
CZ 455 Barrel KiTs
5073-0090-21nD
5073-0090-8821nD
5073-0090-8921nD

ZKM455 barrel & Mag Set 22LR Varmint
ZKM455 barrel & Mag Set 22WMR Varmint
ZKM455 barrel & Mag Set 17HMR Varmint

$1,050.00
$1,070.00
$950.00
$1,135.00
$1,135.00
$1,135.00
$1,155.00
$275.00
$325.00
$340.00

To find out more and see the CZ 455 barrel change in action, visit:

www.winChesTerausTralia.Com.au/CZ455

Featured Business: Instinctive Accuracy

The fundamentals of

marksmanship.
Shooters often debate which caliber
of firearm is superior, or which
scope or rifle is the latest and
greatest. Of greater importance to
the shooters consistent accuracy is
the understanding and application of
marksmanship principles.
Every time you get behind a firearm
and take aim, regardless of the
firearm’s caliber, make or sighting
system, you are putting all of the
basic principles into use, regardless of
whether you are aware of them or not.
It is these fundamentals which can
be isolated and trained then refined
in order to help increase your hit ratio
regardless.
There are several theories on the
fundamentals of Marksmanship. A
google search provides a definition
used by the British, US and Australian
Armies:
1. The position and hold must be
firm enough to support the firearm.
2. The firearm must point naturally at
the target without physical effort.
3. Sight alignment must be correct.
4. The shot must be released and
followed through without disturbance
to the position.
(wikipedia, http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Marksmanship,
retrieved July 2012).

This definition covers the basics
very broadly, and does not clearly
define each skill narrowly enough.
This broad approach alone does not
then allow us to truly isolate and in
turn master each skill. However in
the Army’s defence, the principles
are designed to be taught as basic
principles on a mass scale to varying
skills levels in a short amount of time.
More in depth and specialist training
is provided to specific personnel
whose positions require it. Luckily, as
recreational shooters, we have the
luxury of learning at our own pace,
and refining the skills as much or as
little as our budgets or work schedules
allow.
The first skill is defined as

Natural Point of Aim.

In basic terms this means that
regardless of position, the firearm
should naturally point at the target and
the body should naturally be aligned to
the firearm.

Featured Business: Instinctive Accuracy

Sight Picture and Alignment.

When taking a sight picture through a
scope, the firer should have a clear,
crisp sight picture without shading. If
there is any shadowing or blurriness
the scope needs to be either adjusted
or its position on the firearm to allow a
clear, crisp image to be seen through
the scope.

Edge to Edge clarity

Breathing.

Any Shading will alter your
point of impact

When taking aim at a target we
are attempting to take out as many
variables as possible. One of these
is the amount of air in our lungs
at the point at which the shot is
released. The closest we can come
to repeatedly having a measurable
amount of air in our lungs is when
we have fully exhaled, or the natural
pause at the end of exhalation.
Regardless if we are huffing and
puffing this pause remains, however
its length varies and is directly related
to how fast our heart is beating.
The Breathing Cycle

Inhale

Exhale

Shot Released

Trigger Control.

A firearm vibrates briefly when
discharged. If we pull the trigger in
any direction, rather than squeezing
it straight back, we are effecting the
natural vibrations of the firearm. This
can affect our point of impact, our
natural point of aim and ability to
accurately make follow up shots.

90 deg on the trigger ensures it gets squeezed straight back.

Follow Through.

This is the ability to drive the firearm
through its recoil and watch the
round impact at the target. If we
really ‘pull apart’ each shot, most
people will generally have two distinct
‘recollections’. The one just before the
shot is released, a short intermission
whilst the firearm discharges, then a
recommencement of it once the recoil
has stopped. Having a good follow
through means that you can stay with
the firearm whilst it is recoiling and
observe your fall of shot. This will
allow you to quickly make adjustments
if necessary and take a second follow
up shot if required.
This is a brief overview of only some
of the factors which affect shooters
when taking each and every shot. If
you are consistently missing or not

Featured Business: Instinctive Accuracy
observing your round hitting the target,
it is more than likely one of the above
factors at play.
Hagen Dobrautz
Instinctive Accuracy International
www.instinctiveaccuracy.com
hagen@instinctiveaccuracy.com
For anyone who is interested in increasing their accuracy, I have a list of
courses on my website.
Product News

Firearms Guide DVD
Firearms Guide: 3rd Edition is the
world’s most extensive firearms, ammo
and air guns reference guide and
schematics library on DVD for PC and
Mac computers. It raises the bar from
standard firearms publications like
magazines and books to the next level
of multimedia publications. It is a must
have for anyone with an interest in
firearms, air guns, ammunition, hunting
and shooting, both for professionals
and hobbyists. Firearms Guide is the
ultimate tool to search, find, identify
and research guns.
For more information visit their website.

Product News

ATF-King Hunting Boots
The ATF-King is a dedicated hunting
boot, designed for Australian conditions,
in particular our characteristic stalking
and contouring of mountainous terrain.
The boots introduce a new level of
performance for stalking, previously
unavailable from foreign hiking brands
with an emphasis on increased give
and feel though the ultra-light custom
sole. The ATF-King is the lightest full
leather boot on the market and offers
an unprecedented level of customised
features specifically designed and
developed for hunting.
For more information and detailed specs on these boots visit their website.

Product News

Dingo 202 Skinner
FIXED BLADE KNIFE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

21 cm long with handle
9 cm long blade
non slip red wood handle
445 Stainless Steel
allen key assembly
finger lanyard
tendorising bunt
heavy duty nylon sheath

Australian Hunters Co has an ebay store which sells a variety of individual and
bulk lot knives.

GPS Tracking Collar Cover
FITS DC30 + DC40

GPS Collar Covers are made from
high density material commonly
used for kitchen cutting boards.
They are designed to take abuse
from sharp teeth and will protect
your GPS from damaging bites and
slashes that can cost you hundreds
of dollars in repairs.

Fits both Garmin Astro DC30 and DC40

These collar covers come with a specially designed strap that lock in and hold
the cover securely in place. No screws! super quick and easy to put on and
remove!
GPS Collar covers are molded In orange high visibility material, will not interfere
with the GPS signal and are available at Oz Hogz.

BLACKFOOT HUNTING SUPPLIES

Ph. 08 7289 1057 M. 0447 507 355

For all your Reloading & Shooting supplies
blackfoothuntin@optusnet.com.au

Elizabeth Park, SA

Wonnangatta Members
Hunt 2012 Reports

Started by Joe.358win, May 11 2012
Pics, stories and laughs from the
annual hunt with a few pirates and the
‘mongrel’ thrown in for good measure.
This is what it’s all about!

Member Hunt At Eildon

Started by cameronpatrol, May 16
2012
Despite the road closures and weather
you still got out there for a hunt and a
few laughs around the campfire.
Good job boys!

AH Member Night Clay
Shoot

Started by cameronpatrol, Jul 03 2012
What a way to spend a Friday night –
shooting! Good reports from all on a
fun night at Nepean Clay target club.

You Think You Are Doing A
Big Favour For The Farmer

Started by flatlineroz, May 24 2012
Many recreational hunters are part of
a bigger pest control program on most
farms, with the same common goal
– eliminate the ferals. This in turn
keeps everybody happy!

Bring On The National Parks
Started by dazz02, May 30 2012
Discusses the access that will be
granted and the various associations
involved along with some differences
between NSW and VIC systems.
Anyway, im first!!!

It’s fantastic to see that most of the
hottest topics are AusHunt members
organising hunts and shoots together.
This is a sign of the great community
we are all a part of. No keyboard
hunters here!

Pheasants

Started by optic, Jun 14 2012
Members organise a hunt at Victoria
Range Game Reserve shooting and
using dogs. “The guide said to me why
are they walking so slow like that, i
replied they are deer hunters mate.”
Too funny!

Join the discussion at www.aushunt.com.au/Forum

From our members

To see more photos check the member’s gallery.

Gallery Photos

Back in NZ by Wapiti

R License hunting by

Jack_Baird

Red stag by Rob Harvey, Auswild

Sambar by Johnny

Stuff by ghostwhowalks

Nathan (on right) and cousin with a
brace of bunnies

HORSLEY PARK

SHOP
UN
G

FEDERAL CENTREFIRE PER 200
204 PREMIUM 39GR BLITZ
222 POWERSHOK 50GR
223 POWERSHOK 55GR
22-250 POWERSHOK 55GR
243 POWERSHOK 80GR
243 POWERSHOK 100GR
25-06 POWERSHOK 117GR
6.5X55 POWERSHOK 140GR
270 POWERSHOK 130GR
270 POWERSHOK 150GR
7MM POWERSHOK 150GR

$298
$145
$126
$145
$192
$192
$300
$215
$205
$225
$265

AUSTRALIAS
GUN SHOP

308 POWERSHOK 150GR
$202
308 POWERSHOK 180GR
$202
308 130GR HP 1050 FPS
$210
30/30 POWERSHOK 150GR
$165
30/06 POWERSHOK 180GR
$202
300 WIN MAG POWERSHOK
$260
303 BRITISH POWERSHOK 180GR$235
338 WIN MAG POWERSHOK 225GR$346
375 H+H POWERSHOK 270GR $395
375 H+H POWERSHOK 300GR $395
223 50GR VTIP POLYMER TIP $112

RIMFIRE AMMO LEUPOLD VX-1 NEW MODEL
FEDERAL 745 22LR 36GR HVHP
$29/525 OR $245/5250 LE113862 2-7X33 GLOSS DUPLEX $255
2-7X33 MATTE DUPLEX $255
FEDERAL 714 22LR 40GR SOLID TARGET $32/500 OR $265/5000 LE113863
LE113873 3-9X40 GLOSS DUPLEX $280
CCI C35 22LR 40GR SOLID TARGET
$35/500 OR $290/5000 LE113874 3-9X40 MATTE DUPLEX $280
CCI C56 22LR 40GR HP SUBSONIC
$49/500 OR $440/5000 LE113882 3-9X40 MATTE DUPLEX $365
4-12X40 GLOSS DUPLEX $365
CCI C31 22LR 36GR HVHP
$49/500 OR $440/5000 LE113885
LE113886 4-12X40 MATTE DUPLEX $365
CCI C960 QUIET 22LR 710 FPS
$45/500 OR $410/5000
LEUPOLD VX-2 NEW MODEL
CCI C24 22MAG MAXI MAG 40GR HP
$120/500 LE110796 3-9X40 GLOSS DUPLEX
$365
CCI C73 22MAG 30GR VMAX
$165/500 LE110797 3-9X40 MATTE DUPLEX
$365
$470
CCI C49 17HMR 17GR VMAX
$180/500 LE110805 3-9X50 MATTE DUPLEX
LE114396 4-12X40 MATTE FINE DUPLEX $485
FEDERAL FP771 PREMIUM 17HMR 17GR VMAX
$160/500 LE110808 4-12X40 AO MATTE FINE DUPLEX $545
1848 The Horsley Drive Horsley Park NSW 2175
PHONE 02 9620 1313 FAX 02 9620 1449
EMAIL sales@hpgs.biz WEB www.hpgs.biz
ABN 85 003 914 850 DLN 410 582 683

MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS AUSTRALIA WIDE
VISIT US ON WWW.HPGS.BIZ
TO VEIW OUR SECOND HAND RANGE

Site news +
developments...
Forum hacked

Competitions

EMAIL your hunting

STORIES and photos
to WIN these prizes!

AusHunt was hacked by the global
hacking group, #Anonymous, who
proceeded to deface our main page
and download some of our files.
Once discovered, our IT support was
quick to act by restoring the site and
removing any suspicious files.

We’re not asking for professional
writers but true blue hunting stories
as told in your own words! Email to us
and you will be entered into any of the
current competitions below or on the
site at the time.

We apologise for any inconvenience
caused and cannot rule out we will not
be targeted again.

Australian hunting knives and
torches

Website upgrades

All associated software for the site has
been upgraded to the latest versions.
Sometimes this can include drastic
or subtle changes to some features
of the site and we appreciate your
patience with this. Regular upgrades
are necessary to keep the software as
secure as it can be.

Security

A timely reminder that anything that
you post on the internet (on any site)
is usually there to stay. If you are
sending sensitive data then you need
to explore the most secure options
available to you or send via traditional
methods such as the phone!
Note: Any VIP or paid transactions
on AusHunt are always handled by
secure paypal.

Good Luck everybody!
We have several of these to giveaway
thanks to Australian Hunters Co.

OzHogz GPS Tracking Collar
covers
We have a couple of covers to
giveaway thanks to OzHogz.

Firearms Guide DVDs

A couple of 3rd Edition DVD’s to be
given away thanks to Impressum
Media.

Recent winners :)
- Geoff Bleathman, Cooma NSW
- Geoff Fairy, Armidale NSW
- Brent Hibberd, Yarramalong NSW
- Brayden Rumble, St Ives NSW
- Mitch Sayers, Billinudgel NSW
- Jordan Lewis, Jamisontown NSW
Note: Please read the guidelines before
submitting your material.

Australia’s Hunting Business + Products Directory
Search for Australian outfitters and retailers in your area, book your next
hunt or buy Australian products and services.
Add your hunting business for free today by registering as a business
member in the directory.
Please support our sponsors

Hunting Safaris NQ

Winchester Australia

Horsley Park GS

NQ Hunting Supplies

Instinctive Accuracy

Field and Stream

Browns Plains

Blackfoot Hunting

Helihunt

Rockjaw Tours
Auspit

JS Enterprises

Australian Wild Country Adventures

Maryvale Safaris

Accurate Shooters

SamHuntVic

Bighorn Safaris

Victorian Deer Hunter Magazine

Eldoret Hunting Namibia

Wild Images

High Country Hunting Lodge

World Wide Hunts

Herne Lodge

WorkingDogz online

Grunter Plates

Is your business listed?
Try searching first and then claim or add your free listing today.
*International Safari operators are welcome to list.

www.aushunt.com.au/directory
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